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ABSTRACT
The idea of using mobile learning has become common in our modern life. From the three

shift of technology-aided that learning have experienced, mobile learning has been

considered to be the feature of learning that will integrate other form of education process.

It provides efficiency, learning at point of interest, available at any time as major benefits.

The paper presents the multimedia content for learning Information theory on smart

phones based on prior studies. The content is designed to easy coding techniques learning,

through simulation without going into tedious way to avoid errors and also meet the user

learning preference. The learning content have four components which include;

Introduction component that give the basic concept of the course, video component,

component that simulates and tests the two famous coding algorithm Huffman and

Shannon-Fano code and finally the component that gives a help on how the entire system

works. Being a part of the research group, this multimedia learning content integrated in

the Multimedia framework.

Keywords: Mobile learning, Coding techniques, Multimedia Learning Content.

INTRODUCTION

Learning on Mobile phones has now become
common and hard to avoid in our day to day
activities. Before, learning was only carried
out in a class room.The advancement of
technology has made significant impact on
the evolvement of teaching methods from
traditional face-to-face teaching to
Computer-Based Learning (CBL)
or-e-learning systems in all levels of
education to help learners in classroom or
away[1]. Since then, lots of research efforts
have been devoted to studying various
emerging technologies and their impact on
the learning process, where the use of
technologies in education has proven to be
contributes much in the learning process.
Multimedia has been widely used in
educational technologies. It is also expected
that in future more of utilization of such
tools in education. Some argue that
multimedia and e-learning tools can be used
as a supplement to traditional classes (and
not as replacement). Using interactive
multimedia in the teaching process is a

growing phenomenon [7]. Looking at the
important role that multimedia plays in
assisting students in learning processes, it
can be concluded that the Multimedia
enhance and enable students to learn in a
more effective way.
Information theory is the science which
deals with the concept ‘information’, its
measurement and its applications. Its main
goal is how information can be transmitted,
from source to destination, as reliable as
possible, the concepts in information
theory course are important in a wide range
of applications. In fact most of our modern
life technologies deal with the concept
information. The way these abstract
concepts of information theory course are
taught by a traditional lecture-driven style
which is suitable for learners with
reflective preferences is not in any way
motivating computer engineering learners
because they tend to have a strong active
preference [2].
This resulted in the emergence of
Multimedia learning contents to tackle the
issue.
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So there is a need to design and implement
multimedia learning content on smart
phone to easy the learning of the
information theory concepts at anytime
and anyplace.
To the best of our research, we found that
VLE for Information theory course in [6] was
developed, a simple applet that simulate
the Huffman coding technique where the
user of the applet can see how the Huffman
algorithm is working, [2] Introduced a
web-based integrated environment for
active learning in Information theory course
and related fields and [3] also presents
encoding calculator software called
ENCODIA, but we have not found any of such
information theory learning content on
smart phones.
This paper presents the multimedia content
for learning Information theory on smart
phones based on prior studies which will
help to ease coding techniques learning
through simulation without going into
tedious way to avoid errors and also meet
the user learning preference. The paper

concentrates on two basic coding techniques
Huffman and Shannon-Fano.
The paper is organized as follows, after the
introduction and analysis of existing work,
the second part explained the topic covered
in our content coding techniques, Huffman
and Shannon-Fano coding. Third part is the
presentation of our content and last part is
the evaluation and conclusion.

INFORMATION THEORY

Information theory is the science which
deals with the concept ‘information’, its
measurement and its applications. Its main
goal is how information can be transmitted,
from source to destination, as reliable as
possible. The basic communication model,
shown in Figure 2.1 below, has two basic
components; transmitter and receiver. The
transmitter is responsible for the formatting
and sending of the data from the source
through the channel. Then the receiver gets
and reformats the data to its original form
and passes it to the final destination.

TRANSMITER

Information source

NOISE
RECIEVER

Destination

Figure 1: The Basic communication
model.

The transmitter component has several
units.

• Data Reduction Unit: - The data
reduction unit is responsible for removing
unnecessary data from the source.

• Source Encoding Unit: - The source
encoding unit formats the reduced data to
become as compact as possible for faster
transmission.

• Encipherment Unit: - To prevent
improper use of the transmitted data, the
encipherment unit is used.

• Channel Encoding: - In practice, the
data channel is subject to external noise
which may cause data distortion, to help
detect these data errors, the channel
encoding unit is used.

• The receiver component has units with
opposite functions to the transmitter
component.

• Channel Decoding Unit: - The channel
decoding unit uses the channel encoding
information to detect and correct any
possible errors.

Data Reduction Source Encoding Enciphering Channel Encoding

(Modulation)
Channel
(Demodulation)

Channel DecodingDecipheringSource Decoding
Data
Reconstruction
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• Channel Decoding Unit: - The channel
decoding unit uses the channel encoding
information to detect and correct any
possible errors.

• Decipherment Unit: - The encrypted
data is then decrypted by the decipherment
unit.

• Source Decoding Unit: - To return the
compacted data into its original format, the
source decoding unit is used.

And finally, the data reconstruction
unit puts the data into its final form that is
suitable for the destination.

SOURCE CODING
Source coding is very important in the way
information is sent from a source to
destination as it attempts to compress data
by removing redundancy from the source in
order to transmit it more efficiently. A good
example in this case would be in the
internet where the common “Zip” data
compression is used to reduce the network
load and make files smaller. There are many
source coding algorithms which are used
depending on the application. These include
Shannon-Fano algorithm, Huffman
algorithm,

Lempel Ziv algorithm, and Morse coding
algorithm [3]. In this paper we are going to
discuss how to realization these source
coding separately using Huffman algorithms
and Shannon-Fano.

HUFFMAN CODING ALGORITH
Huffman coding is a statistical technique
which attempts to reduce the amount of bits
required to represent a string of symbols.
The algorithm accomplishes its goals by
allowing symbols to vary in length. Shorter
codes are assigned to the most frequently
used symbols, and longer codes to the
symbols which appear less frequently in the
string [4].

HUFFMAN ALGORITHM

With the Huffman code in the binary case,
the two least probable source output
symbols are joined together, resulting in a
new message alphabet with one less symbol.
The Huffman algorithm is performed as
follows:

1. Take together smallest probabilities:

P(i) + P(j)

2. Replace symbol i and j by new

symbol

3. Go to 1 - until end.

Table 1: Example of Huffman code.

SOURCE SYMBOL SYMBOLS PROBABILITY HUFFMAN CODE

so 0.1 010

s1 0.2 10

s2 0.4 00

s3 0.2 11

s4 0.1 011

SHANNON-FANO CODING ALGORITHM
Shannon–Fano coding, named after Claude
Elwood Shannon and Robert Fano, is a
technique for constructing a prefix code
based on a set of symbols and their
probabilities. It is suboptimal in the sense
that it does not achieve the lowest possible
expected code word length like Huffman

coding [5]. The Fano code algorithm is
performed as follows:
1. Arrange the information source symbol

in order of decreasing probability.

2. Divide the symbols into two equally

probable groups, as possible as you can.

3. Each group receive one of the binary

symbols (i.e. 0 or 1) as the first symbol.
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Repeat steps 2 and 3 per group as many times as this is possible.
Table 2: Example of Shannon -Fano code

CONTENT ENVIRONMENT

The multimedia learning content was

implemented on java eclipse IDE with

Android Development Tools (ADT) plugged in.

The user interface provides the means by

which the user can interact with the

learning content which have various

components. Introduction component that

give the basic concept of the course, video

component, component that simulate and

test the two famous coding algorithm

Huffman and Shannon-Fano code and finally

the component that give a help on how the

entire system work.

MAIN COMPONENT

This is the first interface to be seen by the

user once the application is launched. It

provides four components that make up the

Multimedia learning content from which the

learner will choose the desire component for

his own learning. A screen shot sown below

is main component, showing the four

components it contained.

Figure 2: Main page screen

INTRODUCTION COMPONENT

This interface presents the introduction to the basic course content which was done using

webpage for easy readability and understanding. Learners can link from the table of content

SYMBOL PROBABILITY FANO CODE

A 1/4 00

B 1/4 01

C 1/8 100

D 1/8 101

E 1/16 1100

F 1/16 1101

G 1/32 11100

H 1/32 11101

I 1/32 11110

J 1/32 11111
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to the desired topic they choose. The topics
were written in comprehensive way which
researcher believes it will be good for
learners with global learning preference.

The screen shot shown in Figure below
shows how the learner can select the topic
they want by clicking on the link.

Figure 3: Introduction component screen

VIDEO COMPONENT

Various component of video consisting of

lectures about information theory course

particularly for coding techniques are

integrated on this interface, where learner

can select and play their desired video they

want to watch. This component is mainly for

users with visual learning preference and

that they will really enjoy this part. Figure

3 shows the interface of selected video and

how the video is playing.

Figure 4: Video playing screen.

SIMULATION

This part of the design provides the user
with interface to choose the coding
techniques that he/she wants to simulate
and test by selecting from the available
buttons. After selecting the desired coding
technique, the interface open-up providing
a static example of how the selected coding
algorithm work.

The user can follow how the codes are
generated step by step by clicking on next
and previous button.
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Another part of simulation component we
are still working on is going to take care of
the dynamic part of the simulator which will
provide edit text area which user can write
probabilities of the corresponding symbol

inputs. User can either enter probabilities
from the keypad provide by emulator or
phone keyboard which from there the
application access the input and display the
desired code for each input symbols. Figure
5 and 6 show the first and last activity of
Shanon- Fano simulation respectively.

EVALUATION
Every effective and successful multimedia
learning system must be evaluated to know
correctness, meeting the learner’s target,
functionality and any necessary thing that is
required to test the effectiveness of the
application.
The multimedia learning content was
designed and implemented to teach
Information theory course particularly the
coding techniques which succeeded in
simulating Shanon-Fano coding algorithm.
We carried two evaluations, though there

are quite number of volunteers but we
have chosen 20 of the volunteers to do the

test. The main questions asked them are
about the effectiveness and user
friendliness of the application, and some
other question like effective navigation, and
explanation notes.
Figure 7 and 8 below is the graph showing
different answers given by the 20 volunteers
about the user friendliness and
effectiveness of the learning content.

Figure 7: Statistical result of the user friendliness of the application from the
questionnaire.
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Figure 7: Statistical result of the effectiveness of the learning content from the
questionnaire.

DISCUSSION

From the above statistics, in this paper, we

implement a multimedia learning content on

smart phone which we believe can

contribute to the body of knowledge. The

graphs show that almost all our questions in

the questionnaire have more than 75%

agreed and strongly agreed.

As we all know how smart phones

particularly android phone dominated

Africa, the advantages we saw with mobility

of a learning content in education and the

used of Android over other mobile platforms

lead to our decision in choosing to develop

our multimedia learning content on Android

to address the difficulties in learning

Information theory course.

CONCLUSION

From the analysis reviewed above, we can

see that there is a need for better way of

instruction toward learning of information

theory in African Institution particularly in

places where they have problems like:

inadequate laboratories, limited power

supply, large number in classes, and also the

traditional method have not been producing

much significant result. Learning contents

have made so much positive difference

toward learning in general, learning content

develop using android platform will be

available everywhere at any time, easy to

use, actively engage student participation,

save cost and a lot more advantages. Since it

is not new, it can equally be used for

Information theory instruction to tackle the

problem associated with the African

institutions. Therefore, propose the learning

content to tackle these stated problems.

The multimedia learning content was

developed to be available anywhere at any

time, easy to used, the interface was made

user friendly, graphic and written hint are

used in simulating the coding techniques.
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